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« Echo est bien plus intéressante que Narcisse »2
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How do poetic readings challenge the creation of archives? The edited collection 
































































4 Echo   is  particularly   interesting  for  the  art  of  poetry,  as  she  frets  and  wastes  away,






















13 I  am  addressing  public  readings  here,  which   I  distinguish   from  studio  readings,   to
which I will, however, refer, in order to support my argument.
14 I define public readings as a system that includes the venue and audience – which is not
exclusively   comprised  of  people   the   author  knows.   It   implies,   contrary   to   studio
readings,  a  privileged  exchange  with   the  audience,   in  presence  and   in   the  present
tense, or, to be more precise, with the audience in a given location, meaning that this
exchange  may  vary  if  the  venue’s  configuration  changes.  I  do  not  read  in  an  artist’s
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studio  the  same  way  as  I  read  at  the  Maison  de  la  Poésie  or  the  Marguerite  Audoux
library [both in Paris]. I do not read the same texts, I do not make the same gestures, I












But  the  young  and  quivering  buds  of  words  remain  crushed  by  a  system.  It  must  be
emphasised   that   this   imperial   reading   style   survived   into   the   1990s,   albeit   in   an
attenuated form.
18 Recordings of public readings by André du Bouchet are scarce. One can hear him read
Solstice in  March  1997  at  L’Ecrit-Parade (Lyon),  in  which  a  bombastic  effect,  not  quite
freed from the diction of the genre’s trailblazers, is still detectable. The act of reading
evidences   the   classical   side   of   this   kind   of   poetry,   although   du  Bouchet  had   so
remarkably  shaken   it  up  visually:  firstly,  through  the  singular  stretching-out  of  his
lines   of   verse   across   the   page,   and   secondly   through   his   attempts   to   disrupt
punctuation  systems.   In  my  opinion,   this   last  aspect   is   the  way  André  du  Bouchet











21 But  as   Jacques  Roubaud  told  Georges  Perec   (on   the  subject  of   the   influence  of  the
Surrealists): “We cannot go on like this, we need to move on.”15
22 At   that   time, many  poets,   refusing   such   authoritative   speech,   assumed   a   certain
neutrality, a sort of ironed-out diction. A voice without effect, deliberately banal, in the
service of a poem whose authoritarian power had been “cleaned up”.



































33 Moreover, many  people –  although  they  are  increasingly  rare –,  who  have  remained
fixated  on  the  culture  of  theatre  –  the  main  reference  when   it  comes  to  the  art  of
speech –declare for that very reason that poets are bad readers. This is no longer the
case, since more and more reading spaces have opened.
34 The  cultural   influence  of  popular  novels  on  French  poetry  must  also  be  mentioned.
They were at first serialised in tabloids, and their hegemonic component is, essentially,







35 When   Benjamin  mentions   fairy   tales,   he   is   also   alluding   to   poetry.   It   is  worth
mentioning  that  he   is  the  author  of  seventy  sonnets  that  were  strangely  forgotten,
until Giorgio Agamben unearthed them in 1981.
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Centre Georges Pompidou’s programme was defined as including painting, sculpture,
music,   and,   interestingly,   reading.   Of   course,   this   referred   to   the   wonderful







guest  poets   to  use  voices   from   the  archives   to enhance  or  accompany   their  own
readings.
39 At   the   Lyon   public   library,   I   humbly   implemented   a   systematic   video   recording
procedure.  The  videos  could  then  be  accessed  by  the   library’s  visitors.  The  task  of
conservation was thereby carried out.
40 But this certainly does not mean that the archives are available now, as, following the
swing  of  the  pendulum  which   is  so  characteristic  of  some  administrations  –   is  this
poetic   justice?  –  most  of  them  are  now,  if  they  have  not  disappeared,  vegetating  in






is  currently  regarded  as  a  treasure  by  specialists,  but  which  will  doubtless  one  day
become part of our shared heritage.
42 In  an  era  where  everything   is  preserved   in  a  disorderly   fashion,  and  most  often
condemned  to  technological  obsolescence,  the  time  has  finally  come  to  question  the
preservation of these precious reading voices, of their possible dissemination, and, in a
broader  sense,  to  consider  the  creation  of  a  website  hosted  by  a  durable  institution,
such as PennSound, that would collect and restore all the recordings made in contexts
that  were  often  precarious  and  non-profit.  This  would  allow  researchers   to  access







have   a  heritage   conservation  mission,   like   the  BnF   [Bibliothèque  nationale  de






same  block  as  Die Stimme. It  is  the  visual  transcription  of  an  action  he  performed  in
nature,  a   lecture  given   in  the  middle  of  the  forest,  addressed  to  the  trees,  with  no
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of  an   installation  he  exhibited  at   the  Basel  Kunstmuseum,  connected   to   the  city’s
carnival:   Feueurstätte  2.  Without  Beuys’s   fragile  1961  drawing,  without  his  delicate
ulterior words, it is quite difficult for the uninitiated to understand the genesis of this
major work, and to understand its artistic strength.
45 Similarly,  without  the  voices  reading  the  works  of  poets  since  –  say  –  1975,  without
them  being   located,  gathered,  preserved,  digitised,  restored,  archived,   indexed  and
classified, without them being at long last made available to the public, a fundamental
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